Damage in textile composites is closely connected with the internal micro-and meso-geometry of the reinforcement, and reveals features, which are not present in the damage processes in classical laminates. This paper proposes a test sequence intended to characterise damage in textile composites -its initiation and development different scale levels: (1) Tensile tests on samples cut in characteristic directions of the textile reinforcement (machine, cross and bias), accompanied with acoustic emission (AE) registration and full-field strain measurement on the surface. The test produces stress-strain diagrams and identifies characteristic strain levels for post-mortem investigation: just after first damage e 1 ; well-developed damage e 2 ; just before the final fracture of the sample e 3 . Full-field strain measurement highlights the relation between strain concentrations (linked with the damage initiation) and the reinforcement structure. (2) Samples loaded up to e 1. . .3 are examined with CT and X-ray. This reveals the damage pattern and allows quantitative characterising of the damage development. (3) Optical and SEM examination of cross-sections through the damage sites, determined with X-ray, identifies local damage modes. The same strain levels are further used for setting up fatigue tests. The experimental protocol is applied for triaxial braided and quasi-UD composites.
Introduction
Textile composites are steadily gaining positions in aeronautic, automotive, ground transportation and other applications, offering weight reductions over metal alternative and cost saving against lay-up of UD tapes. Whilst the design for stiffness of textile composite parts can use validated predictive modelling, related to the meso-structure of textile reinforcements [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , the reliable design for strength with not-that-exaggerated safety factors has to be based mostly on empirical information, with modelling approaches being developed [1, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , but still have not reached a mature state. Validation of the modelling methods asks for adequate experimental characterisation of the damage processes on different scale and hierarchical levels of the composite, as the damage phenomena in textile composites are much more complicated then in UD laminates, and involves processes and parameters on different scale levels: macro (overall strength and strain-to failure of the sample and stiffness reduction), meso (damage initiation sites inside the textile structure of the reinforcement) and micro (local damage mode inside yarns and fibrous plies).
Tensile loading of the test sample is one of the most common testing procedures. It ensures well-controlled plane stress-strain state of the sample and the set-up allows easy monitoring of the deformations of the sample with full-field optical strain measurement on the sample surface and of damage phenomena -with acoustic emission. During a tensile test, the macro stress-strain field in the centre of the sample is reasonably homogeneous, if the width of the sample is about several times the size of the unit cell of the textile composite. The macro-scale phenomena, as peculiarities of the stress-strain fields near the grips, are considered rather as complications for the processing of the experimental data. Attention is drawn to the homogenised performance of the material and to meso-scale phenomena.of damage initiation and development. The processes on the meso-level can be monitored during the test or damage can be studied ''post-mortem'' with optical or X-ray inspection. The post-mortem examination can go further to SEM to study the details of fibre debonding. Tensioninduced damage in textile composites was reported in a number of publications.
Woven composites
John et al. [12] have presented a ''taxonomy'' of damage for complex combination of longitudinal, transverse cracks and delamination in 3D woven fabric. Development of damage is linked to the change of the sample stiffness, and microstructure of cracks is studied on cross-sections using optical microscopy. The damage starts with transversal cracking, which lead to appearance of longitudinal cracks and subsequent debonding on the boundaries impregnated yarn-matrix. The latter was also observed to be the damage initiation mechanism in 3D woven carbon/epoxy fabrics [13] . These features, complexly linked in 3D woven composites, are evident also in 2D woven laminates, as studied in [9, [14] [15] [16] . These authors register damage using mainly cross-sectioning and optical microscopy; Sugimoto et al. [16] used acoustic emission (AE) for detection of the damage onset. In all these studies, the load is applied in the direction of warp or weft yarns.
Braided composites
Masters and Ifju [17] studied the initiation and development of damage in three-axial braided composites in tension using AE combined with Moire interferometry during the test and X-ray and optical microscopy postmortem examination of the samples. Initiation of transversal cracking progressing to delamination and complete failure of the sample is monitored. Even when the loading is applied in the direction of one of the yarn systems, other yarns in a three-axial braid go in bias directions; nevertheless the development of damage follows the same sequence as in woven (orthogonal) composites. Damage development in braided composites was further studied in the work of the present authors [11, [18] [19] [20] , using the methodology discussed in the present paper.
Non-crimp fabric (NCF) composites
Damage patterns in non-crimp fabric reinforced composites was studied in [10, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Edgren et al. [21] has classified the types of cracks in relation to the internal geometry of 0/90 NCF [25] and discussed the development of the damage modes. The studies of Truong et al. [22, 23, 26] cover more diverse structures of NCF (0/90, ±45, 0/ + 45/90/45). Using the methodology, presented here, the initiation and development of damage is monitored and described. NCF composites exhibit the same damage onset scenario, namely transversal cracks in the fibre bundles, as in woven and braided composites. The difference is in the crack length: in NCF the cracks can easily propagate along the fibre bundles. The transverse cracks are followed by local delaminations, which may lead to the curious and not fully explained premature fibre damage in NCF composites as observed by Mattsson et al. [27] . The studies [22, 23] cover also tensile loading in the off-axis direction for biaxial NCF and damage in composites made of sheared reinforcements, lately also studied in [10] .
Summarising the findings of the cited research, the following damage phenomena in textile composites can be identified during tensile loading:
• Pre-existing damage induced by the composite processing (thermal and cure stresses).
• Damage initiation, normally by transverse cracking of the fibre bundles, sometimes by cracking along the boundaries of the bundles (started by debonding on the scale of individual fibres).
• Damage propagation and associated reduction of the material stiffness: (1) grow and stoppage of cracks; (2) multiplication of cracks; and (3) correlation with the reinforcement architecture.
• Local delaminations and debonding (on the scale of yarn/matrix interface).
• Fibre damage and sample failure.
The aim of the paper is to describe a methodology of a systematic study of these phenomena during tensile deformation of textile composites. The proposed experimental protocol is illustrated on two cases of carbon/epoxy composite, reinforced with triaxial braid and quasi-UD fabric. A thorough study of damage in NCF composites, performed using the proposed methodology, can be found in [22, 23, 26] .
Tensile test, damage monitoring and post-mortem characterisation
The proposed suite of tests includes:
• Tensile test with acoustic emission (AE) and full-field strain mapping (SM).
• X-ray and ultrasonic C-scan examination of the samples after tension up to certain strain levels, identified by AE and SM results.
• Cross-sectioning and microscopical examination of the samples in the places defined by the X-ray examination.
Tensile test
Tensile test is done on a standard testing machine (here: Instron 4505, test speed 1 mm/min). The samples are cut out of the composite plates in the characteristic directions dictated by the textile structure: (1) test in the direction of one of the yarn systems of the textile (warp/weft for woven fabrics; braiding/inlay yarns for braids); and (2) test in the direction transversal or bias to the direction of the yarn systems in the textile (bias for woven fabrics, perpendicular to the production direction for braids). In literature damage in textile composites is often studied only for the fibre direction, which does not give the full picture.
Acoustic emission
Acoustic emission (AE) is defined by [28] as the detection of transient stress waves propagating in a material that are the result of a fast release of strain energy in that material. In the tensile test setup described here, two AE sensors are used situated at the boundaries of the gauge length region. The sensors have to be removed before ultimate failure of the sample to avoid possible damage to them. To calibrate the AE sensors, the ''pencil test'' technique is used: the lead of a 2H pencil is broken on the sample surface on the ''grip side'' of each sensor (that is, between the AE sensor and the grips of the tensile tester). By knowing the distance between the two sensors and the difference in time that the single signal travelled from one sensor to the other, the velocity of sound within the material can be calculated. In this way, signals that occur outside of the sensors can be filtered out. This procedure must be repeated for each sample orientation due to the highly anisotropic nature of the samples.
The energy of AE events is registered and the dependency cumulative energy of AE events vs. tensile strain is produced. Changes of rate of generation of AE events, reflected by the change of slope of the diagram, indicate change in damage mechanisms in the sample, as discussed further in the paper. It would be highly desirable to be able to use energy levels of AE events to identify the mode of the damage event caused them, as it is done in [29] for glass/epoxy composites in DCB test. However, the AE event energy level for a given damage event depends on the physical nature of the fibres and the matrix, and in the absence of the verified data the calibration of the data is not feasible.
Strain mapping
Strain mapping is a system of measuring strain using digital images taken of a sample during loading. To achieve better image recognition by the software, the samples are first painted with a black and white random speckle pattern to give a unique pattern of the examined surface. These unique patterns can then be identified by the strain mapping software program. Changes in the displacement of the speckle dots can be identified to quantify the deformation of the sample (the speckle pattern deforms with the sample under loading). As the tensile test proceeds, the system takes subsequent images and analyses them in comparison to either the initial image or the previous image and determining local displacement and strain values. For textile composites, the stress and strain values may vary significantly over the pattern of weaving, braiding or knitting. Apart from producing a strain field, local strain values can be averaged over the area of interest on the sample (normally a square centre of the sample, full width of it) and global strain levels can be computed, hence the strain mapping system is used also as an optical extensometer, with a precision of about 0.01% strain. Full-field measurements of strain fields and damage identification in textile composites are studied in detail in [19] and are not discussed in this paper.
X-ray, ultrasonic C-scan and microscopy
The AE and SM registration during the tensile test allows identifying the characteristic applied strain levels for damage onset or change of the damage mode. In subsequent tests, the tensile test stops at these strain levels, and the sample is examined using X-ray and ultrasonic C-scan. The aim of X-ray investigation is detecting very fine matrix cracks that occur within the yarns. An X-ray opaque penetrant (Diiodomethane) is used to fill the cracks and make the contrast higher (only cracks and defects that are connected in some way to the surface can be seen). Ultrasonic C-scan test is more ''rough'' then X-ray, but it is useful for characterisation of the overall damage extent and in revealing overall damage pattern, related to the underlying textile reinforcement structure in the composite. Ultrasonic Cscan studies were previously reported in [22] and are not further discussed here. Finally, having identified the positions of the cracks in the sample, cutting and polishing is done to study a fine structure of the damage inside the sample using optical and electron microscopy. The sites and direction for the cuts are determined using X-ray images of the particular sample.
Materials
The materials used as examples of application of the proposed experimental methodology are shown in Table  1 and Fig. 1. 
Triaxial braided carbon/epoxy composites
Braiding yarns in the triaxial braided fabric are organised in a so-called diamond pattern 1/1 (Fig. 1a) . If the orientation of inlay yarns (''machine'' direction) is chosen as 0°, then the braiding yarns are directed as ±45°. Note the uneven placement of the braiding yarns, which produces large open regions in the fabric. The tensile tests were performed in machine direction (MD), bias direction (BD) and cross direction (CD), as indicated in Fig. 1a . From six to ten tests were performed for each direction.
Quasi-UD woven fabric
The textile used for this study is a quasi-UD fabric from CRAMER GmbH and CO. KG. It is produced by weaving flat UD carbon yarns (warp) with sparse, flat, thin glass yarns (weft). The result is an unbalanced plain weave material. This procedure reduces crimp as much as possible for the warp, however, there is still some crimp of the carbon yarns, which are inclined to the fabric plane in average by an angle of 3.8°. The tensile tests were performed in the directions 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°and 90°, 0°being the direction of the warp carbon yarns (Fig. 1b) . From five to seven tests were performed in each direction.
Damage initiation: characteristic strain levels
When damage is characterised inside a composite by ''post-mortem'' study of the sample, it is important that the expected damage condition of the sample when the test is stopped, is well identified. Based on the studies of damage in textile composites, cited in the Introduction, the following stages of the damage development and the correspondent levels of the applied load (strain) can be introduced (Fig. 2 ):
• onset of transverse cracks (inter-fibre, intra-yarn failure); • onset of delamination on the boundaries of the fibre bundles; • onset of fibre failure, starting at delamination, the ultimate failure of the sample.
Note that damage does not necessarily starts with transverse cracking. It may start with localized cracks on the boundaries of the fibre bundles (as observed in 3D carbon/epoxy composites [13] ).
This classification could be refined [29] , but we propose to keep these three levels as reference points of the damage investigation. An important difficulty is definition what exactly ''the damage initiation'' means. As the inter-fibre transversal cracks may be created by coalescence of the ''crescent'' debonding on the individual fibres, the definition of ''initiation'' is rather fuzzy. We consider the damage initiation strain to be an indication of appearance of a crack, which connects several debonded fibres. In reality such a transversal crack develops fast into a crack through the whole thickness of the yarn. Fig. 3 shows stress-strain diagrams of two types of composites together with diagrams of cumulative energy of AE events. At the very beginning of the test, few events of low energy contents occur with low frequency. Then the frequency of events increases sharply and the energy content reaches higher levels. This is reflected by the increase of the slope of the cumulative AE event energy curve, which was negligent before. The corresponding first transition strain is calculated by the best fit of the bilinear curve (zero before the transition and linearly increasing after it) to the AE cumulative energy diagram. We will designate this first transition strain e 1 . The AE events ''heard'' before could be interpreted as micro-debonding events; the onset of steady generation of higher energy AE events -as appearance of transversal inter-fibre cracks (triaxial braid) or delaminations on the boundaries glass/carbon yarns (quasi-UD woven). For triaxial braid, this interpretation is confirmed by Xray observation of the samples loaded to a strain just below the first transition strain and after it (Fig. 3a) . X-ray images reveal no cracks before the transition and appearance of few cracks just after it, which further multiply with the increase of the strain. For quasi-UD woven fabric X-ray examination does not reveal any cracks as they are not connected with the surface of the samples; the damage initiation, detected by AE, was confirmed by microscopical examinations.
For the loading in fibre direction (Fig. 3a) , the damage initiation does not affect the slope of the stress-strain diagram, as the resistance to the deformation in fibre direction is provided by the corresponding fibre system (inlay 0°y arns). For the loading in an off-axis direction (Fig. 3b) , initiation of damage also corresponds to the transition from the initial linear part of the stress-strain diagram to the non-linear behaviour (Fig. 3b) .
After the initiation strain e 1 , the damage behaviour is characterised by constant increase of AE events in the same energy range, giving a steady slope or a ''jump'' to the cumulative energy curve. This region covers a wide range of strain, until high deformations. At a certain moment, a second ''knee'' on the AE cumulative energy curve may appear. The corresponding second transition strain e 2 can be again identified by fitting a bilinear curve to the AE cumulative energy diagram. The second transition strain is not that clearly determined as the first. For the case of triaxial braid X-ray observations allow identifying it with the onset of local delaminations (Fig. 3a) .
Finally, fibre breakage (loading in fibre direction, Fig. 3a) is indicated by the appearance of extremely highenergy AE events and sharp rise of the cumulative AE events diagram. This happens very close to the final failure of the specimen.
Formal calculation of the transition strains e 1 and e 2 (if the second transition on the AE curve exists) is performed by the least square fit of all the cumulative AE energy (CAE) data points (e k , CAE k ) by a bilinear function with fitting parameters e 1 ,e 2 ,CAE 1 , CAE 2 . Table 2 lists the characteristic strain levels for the studied materials and different test directions.
Damage development
With the characteristic strain levels identified, the damage investigation proceeds further to studying the damage structure under loading up to the characteristic levels. This is done using non-destructive techniques: Ultrasonic Cscan (not considered here, see [22] ) and X-ray investigation, and then doing microscopy at the sections made on the sites identified by the X-ray investigation. The typical results of such a study are illustrated in this section for the two materials under consideration. These two examples demonstrate two types of damage initiation: by transverse cracking and by shear-induced local delaminations.
Triaxial braided composite
Figs. 4 and 6 demonstrate the development of cracks in triaxial braided composite. The crack structure is clearly revealed by X-ray images and is further investigated by microscopy of the cross-sections.
Transversal cracks in the yarns, with the plane oriented in the direction of the yarns, start developing at e 1 . The cracks are confined in one ply/one yarn, being therefore limited in width as well as in length. When two yarns with the same direction of the fibres are in contact, a crack can travel from one yarn to another. FE modelling, reported in detail in [11, 20] shows that these cracks are caused either by transversal tension or shear strains. With the increase of strain the cracks multiply, the length increases (Fig. 6 ).
Longer cracks are developed in the yarns which are oriented at 90°to the loading direction, but these cracks still Fig. 4 . Damage in triaxial braided carbon/epoxy composites: (a) X-ray images of the crack patterns for two strain levels (see Table 2 ); (b) cross-section of a specimen loaded in BD up to e 2 strain level. have limited length and do not go from one end of the sample to another. At the strain level e 2 local delaminations start, as shown in Fig. 2 . The samples final failure for MD and BD tests (in the direction of inlays and braiding yarns correspondingly) is delamination and consecutive fibre breakage (Fig. 5) . Straightening of highly crimped braiding yarns produce out-of-plane stresses with create large delamination zones. This delemination zones are smaller for samples tested in MD, as the inlay yarns are less crimped. Offaxis CD loading leads to more localized fracture locus coinciding in the direction and width with the braiding yarns.
Quasi-UD woven composite
In spite of clear detection of acoustic events over e 1 threshold, X-ray examination of samples after tensile test up to this strain level did not show any cracks in the samples, apart from 90°tests, where transversal cracks were revealed. To determine the source of AE activity and stiffness degradation, optical microscopy was used. The crosssections of the samples (made in two directions: orthogonal to the carbon warp and glass weft yarns) were observed under 20· and 50· optical magnification. These observation have shown the following (Fig. 7) .
Small cracks have formed between the carbon and glass yarns in only the surface textile layers within the composite in the off-axis samples. These cracks, surprisingly, are parallel to the sample surface. The fact that these cracks are parallel to the force, and are located at or near the carbon-glass interface indicates that these cracks have formed due to shear between the glass and carbon yarns. Fig. 7c shows that the crack runs between the carbon and glass yarns when the glass yarn is on the outside (at the edge of the composite), but when the glass yarn moves under the next carbon yarn, the crack is transferred into the second carbon yarn, and continues there until the next carbon yarn where it resumes its place between the glass and carbon yarns. This transfer of the crack across the glass yarn is accomplished without breaking the glass yarn itself. 6 . Distribution of the crack length in triaxial braided carbon/epoxy composite loaded in MD for e 1 and e 2 strain levels (see Table 2 ). Fig. 7 . Cracks in carbon/epoxy woven quasi-UD composite, load direction 30°: (a) crack formed in the surface layer; (b) magnified image of the same crack; (c) crack follows the glass-carbon interface when the glass yarn is at the outside; when the glass yarn moves over another carbon yarn, the crack continues through the carbon.
The glass interlacing yarns are very thin and are sparsely distributed in the textile, and the cracks generated in the material only seem to occur when there is an interaction (overlapping) between the carbon and the glass yarns at the surface. Therefore, the size of the defects is small and they are generally not connected to the surface and were not readily observable using X-ray.
The samples tested in the fibre direction (0°) fail by fibre failure (Fig. 8) . Other test directions (30°, 45°, 60°and 90°) produce clear shear/transversal failure along the fibres.
Conclusions
We have outlined an experimental methodology for study of initiation and development of damage in textile composites in tension test. The test ''road map'' is summarised in Table 3 . The methodology has been applied to different textile composites: carbon/epoxy triaxial braids, quasi-UD woven, NCF (reported elsewhere [22, 23, 26] ). The methodology is based on identification of the characteristic levels of the applied load. These levels are further used for investigation of damage modes and crack structure in the material. The same levels could be further used for planning of experiments under other types of loading, including fatigue [31, 32] . Damaged samples for further inspection Ultrasonic C-scan of the damaged samples Damage extend and periodicity X-ray inspection of the damaged samples Cracks placement, orientation, length distribution Cutting samples for micro-inspection according to the crack placement and micrography Fine structure of damage Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Micro-characterisation of damage
